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Language models perform remarkably well on benchmarks



Modern pre-training datasets are massive, with minimal curation involved

... maybe your test set 
is in here?

What’s in a language model’s training data?



How do we know closed LLMs are not seeing 
(and memorizing) test sets in their training data?



Pre-training datasets are the “secret sauce”



We need a way to audit closed language models for contamination

Public claims and heuristic tests exist, but without proof



Existing work: promising, but lacks provable guarantees

Time Travel in LLMs: Tracing Data 
Contamination in Large Language 

Models (Golchin et. al.) 

Min-K-Prob: Detecting Pre-training 
Data from Large Language Models 

(Shi el. al.)

To the Cutoff… and Beyond? A Longitudinal 
Perspective on LLM Data Contamination 

(Roberts et. al.)



Provably Detecting Test Set Contamination

Our Setup:

Given a test set 𝑋 and access to log-probability queries from a language model 𝜃, we want 
to test the null hypothesis,

𝑯𝟎: the test set 𝑿 and the model 𝜽 are independent R.V.s.

Goal: Provide a provable (false positive rate) guarantee for 
detecting test set contamination.

We will present a test that falsely rejects H0 with probability at most 𝛼.



Exploiting the exchangeability of datasets

Key Insight: a preference by the model for a “canonical” ordering of 
an exchangeable dataset must result from contamination.  

Most datasets are exchangeable



A Statistical Test for Contamination

Permutation Test: shuffle and compute log probs 

Sharded Rank Comparison Test: aggregates many smaller shuffled subsequences

A contamination detector based on �̂� < 𝛼 has a FP rate of at most 𝛼. 



Pretraining with intentional contamination
We pretrain a 1.4B language model from scratch on 20B tokens from Wikipedia with test 
sets injected randomly at various duplication counts.

100% detection rate for duplication count ≥ 10



Detection at low duplication counts

Around 50% detection rate for 2-4 duplicates



Testing real models for contamination

• Did not find evidence of contamination (except for Mistral on Arc-Easy)
• MMLU results are consistent with preexisting contamination studies (Touvron et. al.)



Takeaways

Proving test set contamination is (sometimes)  possible.

At high dup count, we do not see evidence of pervasive 
contamination.

Low dup count is a major open problem in contamination 
detection.
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